
 
 

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  
This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or 
significance of the issues. 
 

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS KUAS - TV  X 1st  2nd   3rd   4th Quarter of  2021 

 

 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE/TIME DURATION DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT 

1.  Arizona 360 COVID Vacinations 1/8/2021 
@ 8:30pm 

00:03:02 As of the first week of 2021, about 120,000 
people have received the COVID-19 vaccine 
in Arizona, according to the Arizona 
Department of Health Services. That includes 
more than 22,000 people in Pima County. 
Banner – University Medical Center in Tucson 
is one of the main distributors of the vaccine. 
Arizona 360 got an update on how 
distribution is going from the hospital’s 
physician executive Dr. Joshua Lee. 

2.  Arizona Illustrated January 8th – Ten 
Years 

1/10/2021 
@ 6:30pm 

00:08:04 January 8th, 2011 is a day seared into the 
memory of most southern Arizonans. On that 
day, ten years ago, nineteen people were 
shot, including U.S. representative Gabrielle 
Giffords. Six of them were killed. Arizona 
Illustrated host Tom McNamara sits down 
with a survivor, witnesses, and a surgeon 
who treated the wounded to discuss the 
tragedy’s impact and legacy. 
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3.  Arizona Illustrated Afro Herper 1/17/2021 
@ 6:30pm 

00:07:14 Earyn McGee is a PhD candidate, researching 
the impact that a drying climate has on lizard 
populations. She’s also @Afro_ Herper, 
running the popular social media game 
#FindThatLizard, where she gets to teach 
people cool facts about the lizards, while 
shifting the idea of what it means to be a 
scientist. She’s exploring ways to provide 
opportunities to encourage Black women to  
pursue natural resources careers. 

4.  Arizona 360 Efforts to Expand 
COVID Vaccine 
Access in Pima 
County 

1/22/2021 
@ 8:30pm 

00:03:11 Since the first shipments of the COVID-19 
vaccine arrived in Arizona last month, more 
than 300,000 shots have gone into the arms 
of residents. Counties are gradually making 
the vaccine available to more people as they 
expand access to additional groups. Tony 
Paniagua reported on those efforts, including 
delays some people have experienced when 
trying to sign up because of high demand. 

5.  Arizona Illustrated Cultivating with 
Kids 

1/24/2021 
@ 6:30pm 

0:07:14 The University of Arizona’s Community & 
School Gardening Program transforms 
gardens into STEM learning labs, connecting 
students and citizen scientists with Tucson’s 
4,000-year agricultural legacy. Under the 
shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
program has become a leader in how to 
adapt to distant learning models in healthy 
ways, focusing on outdoor engagement and 
even conducting YouTube field trips with 
charismatic hosts. In the age of distance 
learning, it’s less about growing food than it 
is about cultivating community. 
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6.  Arizona Illustrated Finding Fitness 
During COVID 

1/31/2021 
@ 6:30pm 

00:07:48 Navigating the effects of the pandemic, 
including following mandatory measures to 
create a safe workplace, has been 
challenging for locally-owned small business 
owners - some closing their doors, others 
laying off employees indefinitely, some going 
out of business for good. For Tucson gym 
owner Chris Gartrell, sustaining his business 
has also resulted in strengthening the 
community through calm communication, 
healthy living, and a real passion for fitness. 

7.  Arizona 360 Homelessness 
During COVID 

2/5/2021 
@ 8:30pm 

00:05:57 The pandemic’s health and financial impacts 
are especially difficult for those living in 
poverty, including those experiencing 
homelessness in Tucson. As the crisis 
continues more people are pushed into 
extremely dire circumstances. We heard from 
leaders and volunteers with local nonprofits 
that are doing what they can to help others. 
At downtown Tucson’s Z Mansion, volunteers 
with the WORKship project assemble seven 
days a week to provide a warm meal to go 
for people living on the street. The nonprofit 
also provides blankets, clothing and first aid 
to those in need. 
The Primavera Foundation offers a variety of 
services that include helping people secure 
affordable housing and work toward financial 
stability. During the pandemic, the nonprofit 
has seen demand grow for its eviction 
prevention and utility assistance services. 
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8.  Arizona Illustrated Hope for a Better 
Tomorrow 

2/14/2021 
@ 6:30pm 

00:08:21 Arizona is home to thousands of refugee 
families many of whom have been impacted 
by torture and trauma. For those here in 
Tucson there is a welcoming community that 
offers opportunities for personal expression, 
ways to connect with others, and Hope for a 
Better Tomorrow. 

9.  Arizona Illustrated  Flight of the RAVEN 2/21/2021 
@ 6:30pm  

00:07:23 February has been a busy month… on Mars. 
The planet is being visited by three missions 
from three different countries …the hope 
craft, launched by the United Arab Emirates 
and China's Tianwen-1 recently entered 
mars’ orbit. And the US's “Mars 2020” craft, 
with its innovative cargo of the first made-
for-mars helicopter, touched down on the 
red planet just last week…. The University of 
Arizona is no stranger to the red planet 
having led NASA’S Phoenix Mars Mission 
launched in 2007. That legacy continues as 
NASA recently awarded a three million dollar 
grant to a UArizona led project to develop a 
drone that could help explore previously 
inaccessible regions on Mars.Technology a 
team of scientists and engineers are now 
testing….in Iceland. 

10.  Arizona 360 Gem Show Vendors 3/5/2021 
@ 8:30pm 

00:05:17 A number of events that pump millions into 
Tucson’s economy annually are canceled this 
year because of the pandemic. Including the 
Tucson Gem and Mineral Show at the Tucson 
Convention Center. Tony Paniagua spoke to 
vendors from out of town who still decided 
travel to Tucson and set up shop despite the 
scaled-back showcase. 
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11.  Arizona 360 Schools Prep for 
reopen 

3/12/21  
@ 8:30pm 

00:09:58 After schools initially sent students home last 
March after the pandemic was declared, 
some have remained virtual since or offered 
limited in-person instruction. Gov. Doug 
Ducey’s executive order changes that and 
requires them to reopen by March 15. The 
extent that schools do so depends on the 
level of transmission in their counties. Tony 
Paniagua spoke to superintendents from the 
Sunnyside and Tanque Verde school districts 
to learn how they’re making it work. At the 
Tucson Unified School District, southern 
Arizona’s largest, the vast majority of its 
roughly 40,000 students have continued to 
learn from home. That was already set to 
change even before the governor’s order. 
TUSD announced in February it would bring 
students back starting March 24. Ducey’s 
order bumped up that timeline by a few days 
to the 22nd when the district returns from 
spring break. Superintendent Gabriel Trujillo 
discussed how his staff are preparing and 
what safety precautions are in place. 

12.  Arizona 360 Gila County first to 
expand vaccine 
eligibility to 
residents, workers 
18 and up. 

3/19/2021 
@ 8:30pm 

00:04:50 Arizona marked a milestone this week with 
the announcement that more than a million 
residents are fully vaccinated against COVID-
19. Most people are vaccinating people ages 
55 and up. But a few are ahead of the curve. 
With a population of just over 50,000, Gila 
County was the first to expand eligibility to 
include residents and workers ages 18 and 
up. Tony Paniagua visited a vaccination 
event in Globe to learn more about the 
county’s approach. 

 


